MEASUREMENT GUIDELINES

1. When measuring for GAMMA Windscreen, exact measurements are required. Do not round off measurements to the nearest foot and do not assume that similar fence sections will have the same dimensions. Be sure to measure and record dimensions for each section that is to be screened.

2. It is always helpful to draw a diagram of the courts being measured. Then as measurements are taken, label each section (i.e. pc 1A - 56' 4"), to aid in the installation of your GAMMA Windscreen.

3. Make sure you begin measuring at one terminal post and continue to the next terminal post (where the screen section will end - windscreen sections should not be more than 60' long). Measure from inside tension bar to inside tension bar on the terminal posts. Do not measure around corners. Make sure there is no slack in the measuring tape or your screen will be too long when it arrives.

4. To measure the width of the gate, measure from inside tension bar to inside tension bar. The height of the gate should be measured from the bottom of the top bar to the point where you wish the point to end. The bottom of the gate screen should align with the bottom of the adjacent windscreen pieces.

5. The width of the transom (the section above the gate) should be measured inside tension bar to inside tension bar. The height should be measured from the top of the bottom bar to the bottom of the top bar.

6. The most important things to remember are that;
   A) windscreen should cover the fence mesh only and
   B) windscreen is generally installed one or more feet from the bottom of the fencing.

GAMMA Windscreens are custom fit products and are designed to add beauty and elegance to your courts for years. The small amount of time you take to make correct measurements will ensure the proper fit of GAMMA Windscreen and maximize your investment.